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Integrated water resources management in 

large river basins based on simulation 

modeling and optimization methods

Real-time water resource management using 

optimization methods and multi-criteria analysis, “Lake 

Baikal – Irkutsk Reservoir” case study

1. Assessment of climate change in recent years based on the implementation of water 

resource calculations (WRC) according to Dispatch schedules (DS).

2. Development of a mathematical model, algorithm and Computational technology for 

performing water resource calculations based on optimization methods

3. Comparison of the release rule reliability using DS and optimization methods.

4. Integral indicators of reliability are proposed.

5. Development of release rules for managing water resources in real time based on 

optimization methods.

6. Practical justification of the proposed release rules  based on optimization methods.
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The Angara River Cascade of reservoirs

Baikal: the total volume - 23600 cubic km, depth - 1642 m, average annual inflow - 60 cubic кm 3

Sanitary releases

Water supply (drinking, household, industrial)

Hydropower

Irrigation and agricultural flooding

Navigation (to maintain depths)

Fisheries

Reliability standards for normal water consumption by the 

number of not violation years, percent:
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Lake Baikal - Irkutsk reservoir
5

Water users’ requirements form 12 criteria 

1. The Lake Baikal level should be in range (455.54, 457.5) m;

2. The Lake Baikal level should be ≥456 m, [25];

3. The Lake Baikal level should be ≤457 m, [25];

4. The maximum release in winter should be less than 2500 m3/s;

5. The transport release during navigation should be more than 1500 m3/s;

6. The release for water supply should be in range of (1250, 1300) m3/s;

7. Flood control release should be less than 3200 m3/s;

8. Guaranteed winter power should be more than 347 MW;

9. The Irkutsk reservoir upstream level for water intakes operation should be more than 454 m;

10.The pressure on the dam for HPP operation should be more than 26 m;

11.The Lake Baikal level on May 1 for normal fish spawning should be 456.15 m;

12.The Lake Baikal level during September for normal fish spawning should be 457 m.
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Annual Reliability: Water resource calculated (WRC) by Dispatch schedule (DS) 
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The algorithm flowchart of optimal releases for solving a reservoir task
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Annual Reliability: WRC by DS and using optimization (1932-1976) 
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Annual Reliability: WRC by DS and using optimization (1976-2020)
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Statistical analysis of the water resources management quality

The integrated normalized reliability index (INRI)  is defined as the sum of failure for all criteria, divided 

by the number of years in the time series. It is determined by the formula:

INRI = k = [1,K] (1—Reliabilityk[X])

Reliabiltyk[X] is the reliabilty (in fractions) for the kth criterion, K is the number of criteria.

Normative reliability  TINRI is threshold for INRI :

TINRI = k = [1,K] (1 − Tk)

Tk is the normative security for the kth criterion expressed in fractions

Time Series of Inflow WRC Using DS WRC Using Optimization Improvement%

1932–1976 1.96 1.53 22%

1976–2020 2.78 1.91 31%

2020–2064 average 1.98 1.33 33%

2020–2064 low water 2.80 1.47 48%

TINRI
1.33 1.33
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The flowchart of the reservoir release rule algorithm in real time

Buber, Alexander; Bolgov, Mikhail, Multi-Criteria Analysis

of the "Lake Baikal-Irkutsk Reservoir" Operating Modes

in a Changing Climate: Reliability, Resilience, 

Vulnerability, WATER, Volume: 13 Issue: 20, OCT 2021, 

DOI: 10.3390/w13202879
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The long-term forecast hydrological series for optimization calculations
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The long-term forecast hydrological series for optimization calculations
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Autocorrelation function for the relative difference curve
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Practical evidence (verification) of the reservoir release rule algorithm  proposed 

Annual Reliability: WRC by DS and using optimization (1913-1924) 
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Statistical analysis by INRI of the qualityof the reservoir release rule algorithm proposed

WRC type and Time Series of Inflow Integrated normalized reliability index (INRI) 

1913-1924 Dispatch schedule 3.08

1913-1924 Optimal by predicted 2.33

1913-1924 Optimal by observed 1.67

TINRI
1.33
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Conclusion 
Based on the research carried out, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The dispatch schedule of 1988 does not give reliable results when performing water 

resource calculations on modern hydrological series, in comparison with the inflow series on the 

basis of which it is built. 

2. The inflow genesis has changed (there was an intra-annual change in runoff),  and the 

average annual inflow has decreased significantly over the past 44 years (by 13%). 

3. For normal operation of the Irkutsk reservoir, it is necessary to develop a new dispatch 

schedule that would consider modern hydrology (last 20–30 years), modern requirements of 

water users and modern priorities.

4. Water resource calculations based on optimization methods give results in terms of reliability, 

resilience and vulnerability, much better than when using DS.

5. Developed a mathematical model, an algorithm and computer technique for the formation of 

the reservoir optimal trade-off operation modes in real-time (for the next time interval) based on 

optimization methods.

6. For the implementation of the computer technique, a unique optimization algorithm was 

developed that allows for quick solving of complex nonlinear tasks of large dimensions.

7. Methods for a comprehensive assessment of the developed rules for reservoir management 

(release rule) are proposed 18
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Scheme of the “Lake Baikal –

Irkutsk reservoir” complex and 

the location of gauging stations

Thanks for attention
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